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Abstract—To create emotionally expressive robots, designers of
human-robot interaction routinely translate emotion theories into
instruments through which we estimate, quantify and analyze
human emotional responses to robot behaviour.

Pragmatically, we often use straightforward models such as
Russell’s circumplex, treating emotion as a single point in a
two-dimensional space. However, this simple metaphor and its
consequent representations omit many aspects of real emotional
experience, can lead to erroneous data and may undermine
computational models that rely on them. Problems with emotion
representations currently prevalent in human-robot interaction
fall into three categories: (1) Representations are static and
singular, whereas real emotions can be dynamic, multi-valued,
uncertain or conflicting. (2) The framing of an interaction
is unspecified (i.e., in an affective rating task: which part of
an interaction involving multiple parties and perspectives the
participant is meant to consider). (3) Participant responses cap-
tured with instruments and methods that are not well-understood
by experimenters nor participants produce data that is hard
to interpret. We propose alternative emotion representations to
account for dynamic emotions inherent in interactive contexts;
scrutinize framing ambiguities in study tasks and argue for
mixed-methods approaches to achieve shared understanding of
emotion representations between participants and researchers.

Index Terms—affective computing, human-robot interaction,
robot learning, methodology, self-reports

I. INTRODUCTION

An objective of affective interaction is to create machines that

can emotionally interact with humans in real time. In human-

robot interaction (HRI), roboticists often draw on emotion the-

ory to evaluate human affect and build computational models

that relate human behaviour and biophysical signals to robot

behaviours, or vice-versa. This process often takes the form

of assigning emotion ratings to robot behaviour, identifying

behaviour features, then seeking correlations between these

features and the emotion ratings.

Real-time robot behaviour can be generated through a feed-

back control loop [36] that includes a computational model

of human emotion requiring direct behaviour labelling. This

loop implies a schema in which the system reasons about the

human’s emotion, then produces a behaviour which is expected

to be an appropriate response to that human’s emotion state.
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Fig. 1. Experienced emotions can be reasoned about through the use of
metaphors: abstract concepts (mathematical, literary, etc.) that stand in for
real-world phenomena. Metaphors can be turned into a multitude of concrete
representations to serve different purposes. A common metaphor for emotion
is a point, which can be represented as a dot on a graph, a decimal, or
coordinates. We propose area and non-linear metaphors as alternatives, which
enable different ways of conceptualizing emotional experience (yellow).

However, consider human-human emotional interaction in the

real world: we need not name another’s emotion in order to

react emotionally. On the contrary, it often takes significant

cognitive effort, perhaps even formal training, to both hold

back our reactive instinct and articulate our emotions.

In this position paper, we advance three critiques of HRI

studies that rely on emotion labelling, drawing from our own

research efforts. By reconsidering how we use common emo-

tion metaphors and representations, frame behaviour labelling

tasks, and negotiate meaning in our methodologies, we can

get closer to the goal of designing interactive entities whose

behaviour reflects how we have specified that they should feel.

We contribute these problems for the field to consider:
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I. Common metaphors do not account for dynamic emotions.
Representing emotions that change over time, are un-

certain, or are in conflict requires amending our current

metaphors and representations of emotion.

II. Contemporary practices do not always explain whose
emotion is being measured. Interaction framing is often
unspecified, leaving uncertainty in what an emotion is

being ascribed to: a robot’s behaviour, a participant’s

response to the behaviour, or something else.

III. The meanings of measurement scales are ambiguous. We
often fail to create a shared understanding of measure-

ment scales between participants and researchers.

II. DEFINITIONS AND APPROACH

To preface our critique, we outline our definitions for

metaphors, representations, framing, and shared meaning-

making. We then look at how HRI researchers currently use

emotion theory to inform their work, produce study instru-

ments, and build computational models.

1) Metaphors and Representations: The words “metaphor”
and “representation” are sometimes used interchangeably to

mean “ideas that stand in for other ideas,” but for the present

purpose we require their nuanced distinction.

Metaphors can describe phenomena that are otherwise hard
to articulate or understand, allowing us to reason and com-

municate about abstract concepts [19]. For example, saying

you have a “white-hot rage” vs. a “simmering rage” relates

temperature to emotion, enabling the comparison of emotions

via the concept of temperature. Similarly, when we represent

an emotion as a single point in a dimensional space, we are

using the spatial metaphor of a scalar quantity to communicate

differences in an experienced emotion.

To engineer emotional human-robot interactions, we trans-

late our metaphors into concrete representations using ink,
code, or bits. These representations become the instruments in

our studies, shape the input to our algorithms, and contribute

directly to our computational models. It is important to clarify

the connection between our metaphors and which aspects of

emotional experiences they are meant to represent (Figure 1).

Researchers often create metaphors as stand-ins for phe-

nomena, then operationalize the metaphors in order to make

predictions: “[depicting a concept] as an entity allows us to
refer to it, quantify it, identify a particular aspect of it, see it
as a cause, act with respect to it, and perhaps even believe
that we understand it.” (Lakoff & Johnson [19]).
One representation of the aforementioned metaphor of affect

as a scalar quality is Russell’s circumplex: an orthogonal

space with dimensions of valence and arousal (Figure 1,

top right) [25]. While not meant as a direct representation

of brain and body, it is useful to think about the human

experience of affect as mapping to this space [2]. For example,

to communicate with participants about their emotion, we can

employ instruments such as the Affect Grid (a discretized

2D circumplex) [26] or the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM),

which splits the arousal-valence-dominance space into three

scales with cartoons for each scale item [5].

Our purpose in this detailed inspection of metaphors and

their corresponding representations is to better understand both

the underlying emotional phenomena and how to operational-

ize metaphors as representations in computational models.

2) Emotion Models: In interactive emotion modeling, this
term has multiple uses.

As an emotion theory: Models typically instantiate a theory.
However, theoretical definitions of models explain emotion,
e.g., that an emotion exists, that a subjective state is expressible

through certain externally-detectable human behaviours, or

that emotions can be defined in terms of valence and arousal.

As a computational model: A computational model’s purpose
is to predict human expression and possibly drive system

responses, rather than explain them – e.g., a machine learning

or artificially intelligent representation used to detect and

classify emotions.

As an instrument: The tools used for measuring emotion in a
research context act as a medium of communication between

participants and researchers (e.g., the SAM or Affect Grid).

3) Methodology: framing and meaning-making: Our ap-

proaches to designing, running, analyzing and reporting on

our studies greatly influence our computational models and

robot control architectures. There is a close link between the

social construction of meaning and the practical construction

of our real, physical, embodied interactive systems. The way in

which we elicit emotion ratings from participants is an integral

part of the resulting computational model.

As an example, imagine a study where a participant watches

an industrial robot arm perform a series of short pick-and-place

tasks. Each participant is given the same written instructions

to assess the valence of the robot from stressed–excited on

a semantic differential scale. Although the experimenter can

answer clarifying questions, current practices encourage them

to respond minimally lest they influence the trial.

Some participants imagine that the robot is a persistent

conscious entity that is aware of them the whole time. Others

imagine that the robot resets its memory between trials.

Imagining the former, a participant might see subsequent trials

as the robot trying and failing to communicate with them,

rating the robot “stressed.” However, this difference in framing

would not be captured with a rating scale alone.

In controlled scientific process, we design studies to max-

imize consistency so we can attribute causality to manipu-

lated variables, reduce bias and improve objectivity/generality.

However, in the example above, the experimenter cannot

know what is actually being measured with the participant

ratings, and may not even realize the experiment’s potential for

ambiguity. The rigor gained by controlling this experiment’s

conditions is substantially undermined.

Ironically, such error can be a direct consequence of in-

tended rigor: e.g., the concern that experimenter interaction

with a participant may actually introduce response bias. At

other times, it may be due to belief that a scale’s “validation”

means it can be deployed without explanation or instruction.

In fact, participants may not truly understand what they are
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intended to respond/evaluate when given a survey instrument.

There are two important methodological considerations here:

By framing a study task, we mean articulating what an
emotion rating is being ascribed to within that task’s context.

A participant needs to understand what they are supposed to

rate, e.g., how they feel, how they imagine a robot might feel,
or how a robot is trying to make them feel (Table II). This is

not always an easy distinction to make, nor to instruct.

Shared meaning-making refers to a process of resolving
ambiguities through discussion between researchers and par-

ticipants. A failure to do so puts in question understanding

both of the interaction tasks, and of response instruments

(e.g., rating scales). With the addition of qualitative methods,

however, nuances in subjective experience can be addressed.

A first step for the field would simply be a widely accepted

realization that the potential for ambiguity exists; and a

second, to ensure that qualitative methods (even as basic as

an interview) are accepted and required as a standard for both

generating and interpreting quantitative data.

III. RELATED WORK

Recent theoretical work in emotional interaction has chal-

lenged the dominant “signalling paradigm” [18] of emotion

classification which assumes (1) all relevant information about

an interaction is encoded in a signal and (2) there is a

universal congruence between social meaning, behaviour, and

subjective experience [18], [20]. In our own work, participants

have regularly disproven our expectations that study tasks are

universally understood, and that study instruments can fully

capture how participants feel during an interaction.

It seems common research methodologies and conceptions

of emotion measurements that were initially helpful may

obfuscate the path forward. Here, we unpack the problems.

Problem 1: Prevalent emotion representations imply that each
robot or human behaviour should map to a single emotion
regardless of context.
Researchers in HRI and psychology have begun to recog-

nize that behaviours have context-dependent meaning, which

confounds methods that label behaviours with singular emo-

tions [1], [10], [16], [18]. Jung introduces the concept of

affective grounding to explain how the same signals (e.g.,

facial expressions, gestures) can vary in emotional and social

meaning based on context. An affectively-grounded interaction

is one where a signal’s meaning is converged upon as a result

of continuous interaction (or “emotion coordination”) [18].

However, this perspective is new to the field: reviewing 27

robot expression papers, Fischer et al. found the dominant
assumption to be that a behaviour can convey an emotion

independent of context [13].

The behaviour labelling approach is eminently reasonable:

computational models need explicit labels for training data.

Dimensional and categorical emotion theories are used to

produce self-report instruments that capture participants’ emo-

tion ratings of both their own and robot behaviours. Studies

use Ekman’s theory of basic emotions [8], [12], [13], [18],

Russell’s dimensional model of affect [3], [9], [23], [27], [30]

or a combination of both [28], [36]. Instruments include the

Affect Grid [26], the Self-Assessment Manikin [21], [27], or

the PANAS scales [1].

Herein lies the dilemma: computational models of be-

haviour require labels, but behaviours cannot be consistently

and directly labeled with a single emotion [20]. We could

add contextual details to computational models to improve

labelling accuracy [6], [10], [11]. Alternatively, we could

actively choose to represent conflicting or mixed emotions,

aligning more closely with how behaviours are experienced

and interpreted in real life [9]. We present a discussion of

alternative representations in Section IV.

Problem 2: Experimental paradigms overlook pervasive fram-
ing ambiguities in rating emotions during interactions.
Framing a human-robot interaction task is like directing

a participant to empathize: participants can be asked to ei-

ther recognize or experience/respond to emotional robot be-
haviours [15]. Failing to specify which is called for can result

in a participant misunderstanding their job and generating

data irrelevant to the experimental intent (a situation we

experienced in our own work).

Meanwhile, many HRI articles do not specify either instruc-

tions or intent, leaving readers uncertain what the results mean.

As an example: we examined the 52 full, peer-reviewed papers

published in the HRI’18 conference [17]. 26 reported studies

where participants judged affect. Of these, in 9, task framing

was clear to readers and participants. In 3, framing was clear

only in some respects. In 14, it was substantially ambiguous.

We offer [29], [32], [35] as excellent framing examples.

Robots are introduced as situated in the task, participants can

conceptualize the interaction prior to rating, and experimenters

listen to and iterate with participants to establish meaning.

Fortunately, there are ways to avoid this situation without

evident compromise of scientific rigor. Some HRI studies

implicitly explicate frame by asking contrasting questions

using different frames [8], [9], [23]. Others establish frame

through clarifying interviews where participants explain their

interpretation of the study task [10], [20]. Still others use

concepts from theatre. Bucci et al. establish roles, charac-
ters, and settings for an interactive scene [10]. Westlund

et al. do this through an interactive theatrical process [34]:
participants (children) are introduced to a puppet who has

a strong personality, a reason for being there, and a name.

The puppet then introduces the robot to the participants,

clearly addressing the relationship between all actors. Marino

et al. offered improvisation as a way for participants to design
robot emotion-transition behaviours, who found the design

tasks easier once an interaction was framed in a scene [22].

In summary, we can see multiple ways of establishing the

frame of a study task so as to direct a participant’s effort to

the kind of empathy the researcher wants to inspect.

Problem 3: Experimental paradigms rely on participants and
researchers having a mutual understanding of study instru-
ments that measure universal quantities of emotion.
Self-report instruments such as Likert scales and the Affect
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TABLE I
Dimensional theories of emotion use the metaphor of multi-dimensional scalar quantities to reason about subjective experiences. Because our metaphors will
be represented in computer code, we must use metaphors more literally than they may have been intended. Here we outline the implicit assumptions and

consequences of strictly interpreting emotions as a point on a linear, dimensional space. This table elaborates on Problem 1 from Related Work.

Implicit Assumption 1: Emotions can be represented as a single point-like state
Implication of making assumption Ensuing representation limitation Example of experience mismatch Representation/experience mismatch

Focus: One’s emotional state must
be identified as a singular, focused
point in space.

A single point does not allow for the
representation of multiple, conflict-
ing emotions.

I am happy I got a new job but am
also nervous at the same time. How
do I represent this feeling as a point?

An emotion is not always experi-
enced singularly: they can be con-
flicting, mixed, or multiple.

Fixedness: Over a period of time,
one can experience only a single
fixed emotion, which cannot change.

Experiencing emotion does not feel
like a series of single moments:
rather, it is dynamic and appears to
continuously change.

During a task, I am surprised briefly
but otherwise neutral. How do I
describe my emotional state over the
entire period of time?

Asking for a single point to repre-
sent an emotional experience hides
the variation people feel over time
during the experience.

Implicit Assumption 2: Emotion space is continuous and linear
Implication of making assumption Ensuing representation limitation Example of experience mismatch Representation/experience mismatch

Linearity: Emotions must be distinct
within the space; linear, equidistant
points correspond to similar magni-
tudes of emotion differences.

It may be difficult to convey the
magnitude of qualitative differences
in felt emotions by identifying dis-
crete points on a line.

It takes more effort for me to be-
come extremely happy than a little
bit happy. How do I indicate the
magnitude of effort?

By default, emotion rating scales are
linear and uniform. However, not all
perceptions are linear (e.g., percep-
tions of loudness are exponential).

Probability: Each point must be as
accessible or likely to be reached as
all others.

A flat, unweighted space does not
express that some emotions are
more difficult to feel and may be
dependent on previous emotions.

If I’m feeling good when someone
snaps at me, I’m less likely to feel
angry than if I was already upset.
How do I express this likelihood?

Some emotions are more unlikely or
more difficult to experience, (e.g.,
extremes or true neutrals).

Unclear Temporality: If the space
is projected into time, instantaneous
transitions between extreme emo-
tion states are not allowed.

Traversal from one emotional state
to another can feel instantaneous, as
well as discontinuous; and transi-
tions are not the same every time.

I feel like I can transition from
happy to angry without passing
through a neutral-valence state.

The 2D Affect Grid gives no guid-
ance on which emotion transitions
are natural—how do you move from
place to place?

Grid usefully allow a participant to report quantitatively on

their own subjective experiences. However, people naturally

differ in interpreting a scale’s “distances” relative to the

emotional quantity it represents [33]. There are examples of

scales measuring subjective, affect-related quantities, such as

pain, where research has found that baseline and extrema

depend on personal experience (e.g., the worst pain you have

ever felt is different than mine). Accepted practice with pain

scales recognizes that meaning can be relative to a treatment

program, and may need significant discussion to situate the

scale in the rater’s personal history of pain [7], [24], [31].

Our own experience of scales like the Affect Grid has ex-

posed variance in user understanding of scale meaning. Their

first impressions may not correspond to what experimenters

expect to measure, e.g., with respect to scale linearity.

HRI researchers have been arguing for stronger integra-

tion of qualitative and quantitative research designs (“mixed-

methods”) that include participants directly in the co-

construction of meaning: collaboratively understanding the

rating scales [4], [14], [18]. Co-constructing means that ex-

perimenters can define the structure of the scale (e.g., one-

dimensional, 5-item, linearity, etc.), and allow participants to

explicate the scale boundaries relative to the specified inter-

active context and participant’s own experience. The resulting

relative scale enables clearer between-participant comparison

without presuming that a subjective experience has some

absolute, objective quantity.

Leahu and Sengers emphasize working with participants to

define what emotion words mean. They “expose the [compu-

tational] models” by reviewing qualitative/quantitative results

together with participants; we further emphasize that scale

calibration needs to happen prior to use of the scale even if
post-hoc review is needed. We present a process for a mixed-

methods approach to defining the meaning of study instru-

ments between participants and experimenters in Section VI.

Takeaways: Interactive affect research has reached a state
where: (1) We require representations of emotion that can con-

vey uncertainty, motion and mixing. (2) Study tasks are rarely

framed explicitly, but there are examples of doing this with-

out impacting experimental rigor. (3) Study instruments and

methods, even when validated, can be interpreted individually,

undermining accuracy; one safeguard is a method whereby

experimenters work with participants to personally relate their

experience to the provided scale within the interaction context.

In the following, we expand on our arguments and make

concrete recommendations for the field to consider.

IV. MODEL METAPHORS

Building computational models of affect requires collecting

quantitative emotion data or labels. The instruments we choose

for measuring this data are a product of the metaphors we use

to describe and explain the emotional experience. Selecting

a metaphor appropriately has the power to communicate the

researchers’ interpretation of the emotion space, and conse-

quently align participants to the same understanding.

Dimensional theories of affect and communication use the

metaphor of multi-dimensional scalar qualities to reason about

subjective experience. Here, we articulate and critique two

assumptions (Table I) about the emotion space implicit in these

metaphors: (1) that emotions can be represented as a single
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point-like state, and (2) emotion space can be conceptualized

as continuous and linear. These assumptions structure both

how emotions can be conceptualized and how emotions can be

represented using instruments within an experimental context.

First, the common usage of a point-like metaphor for

emotions implies that one’s current emotional state can be

unambiguously captured for a given instant. However, in real-

life emotional interactions, our experience is rarely focused

to a single point: as events play out, we evolve our own

understanding of emotions as well as our evaluations of others’

[2]. We might also experience multiple or conflicting emotions.

Second, the common circumplex representation implies a

topology in which the space can be traversed consistently, with

equal probability of reaching the entire space. Yet, movement

between emotion states is not so tidy; there is more to represent

than a linear movement through a uniform orthogonal space.

Does a continuous space represent all possible emotions a

person could feel? If each point in the space represents an

emotion state, then does inhabiting different points in the space

feel different? Do we experience emotions independently? To

address the first assumption, we propose alternative metaphors

for the unit of representation for emotional states. For the

second, we suggest different emotion space topologies.

A. Area metaphors: representing emotion state

Asking participants to identify an emotion as a point in a

space implies that they are capable of identifying the emo-
tion, they are experiencing only one, and their experience is

static. Consider an alternative metaphor: think of the emotion

representation as an area to better encompass the real-life

complexity of mixed, conflicting and dynamic emotions in

ourselves, or uncertainty in attributing emotion to an agent’s

behaviours.

Emotions evolve in an interactive context. This temporal
aspect necessitates that we use more than a single point to

represent emotion states over time. An area metaphor can

capture movement through the emotion space over time, as

illustrated in Figure 1. We claim that uncertainty should be

directly accounted for in any representation, not simply as

error, but as fundamental to what it means to experience emo-

tions ourselves and ascribe it to behaviours. Researchers often

analyze robot behaviour in terms of averages of Likert scale

measurements. Using the average implies there is a precise

point-like emotion that a particular robot behaviour should
convey, and that deviations from that theoretical average are

measurement errors. Remove the concept of a point-like emo-

tion, and it becomes reasonable to talk about the behaviour’s

inhabiting a probability distribution over an emotion space,
where this space itself represents the possibility of the emotion

the behaviour may connote. A behaviour may not convey

the same emotion each time (it is not deterministic); our

representations should account for this.

B. Nonlinear spaces: topography of possible emotion states

The metaphorical emotion space should also represent the

possible emotions that a person can feel. Descriptively, there

are portions of the emotion space that are more difficult to

attain, e.g., it is more rare and perhaps effortful to be ecstatic

than to be depressed. Imbuing the emotion space itself with

contour allows for representations of a directional quality or

likelihood of moving from one emotion to another (see (c) and

(d) in Figure 1 for examples of contoured emotion spaces).

In modeling interactive emotions, we might think of the

space itself changing over time: as you feel more sad, it

might be easier to get angry than relaxed, despite these being

separated by similar Euclidean distances on the Affect Grid.

In such a case, an emotion experience is not simply a point
but a trajectory over a perpetually reforming terrain.

C. Alternative Representations

We present the above alternative representations to chal-

lenge the norm and widen the space of metaphors we currently

use. We invite fellow researchers to consider the implicit

metaphorical claims of their chosen representations when

designing studies, and ground them in their participants’

subjective experiences. As researchers who build interactive

emotion models, we posit that representations should feature:
RF1. Multiple points, due to the human experience of con-

flicting emotions.

RF2. Model uncertainty estimates, reflecting ambiguity in
how we experience emotion.

RF3. Time-variance, for movement through emotion space.
RF4. Non-linearity, with collection instruments that support

responses that move on different topologies.

V. FRAMING PROBLEMS

Picture a slapstick comedian performing a banana-peel bit

in front of a live audience. The comedian trips, falls loudly

and screws up their face in pain. The audience laughs. We

could ask the audience, “How did this performance make you

feel?” or “What feeling is the comedian expressing during this

act?”. The ratings would differ wildly depending on what the

audience thought the framing of the rating task was, as each

has a different meaning [18].

In an interaction rating task, there is an evaluator and

something that is being evaluated. There is ambiguity in

whether a participant is meant to evaluate how they feel, or

to guess what another thing is supposed to feel. As illustrated

in Table V, there are a number of possible framings between
one participant and one robot, each of which would attribute

an emotion rating to a different aspect of an interaction. The

methods we use should disambiguate these framings to ensure

the reliability of gathered data.

Many of the instruments we employ were originally de-

signed for self-report of one’s own affective state. For example,

the SAM is intended as an easily understood, culturally

universal method for a participant to express their internal

affect via cartoon depictions of the body [5]. When rating

a robot’s behaviour with the SAM, the implicit assumption

of the experimental task could be that: (1) the behaviour

makes a participant feel an emotion; (2) the robot’s behaviour
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TABLE II
During an experiment, it is sometimes unclear which portion of an
emotional interaction we are asking participants to consider. Here are
possible frames of reference that an experiment could be inspecting.

Cartoon Description

Participant (Jan, left) is evaluating how she
feels about Robot (Can, right). Jan is being
asked to interpret her subjective feelings about how
Can is making her feel.

Jan is evaluating what Can is trying to convey.
Jan is being asked to interpret Can’s
communicative behaviour. Can’s expressions give
evidence for a hidden subjective state.

Jan is evaluating how Can feels. Jan is being
asked to interpret a set of behaviours over some
duration that indicate Can’s emotional state.

Jan is evaluating how Can feels about her. Jan
is asked to evaluate how Can is evaluating her
subjective state. Jan might view Can’s actions to
do this, or might consider her own actions.

Jan is evaluating how she currently feels. Jan is
being asked to inspect her body/brain and describe
some kind of mixture of mood, emotion, affect, or
physiological perceptions.

consistently conveys an emotion; (3) or the robot feels an

emotion. The participant may not share the assumption of the

experiment with the researcher, nor the understanding that the

SAM instrument is intended to be self-reflexive.

In robot emotion studies, directives to rate “the robot’s

behaviour,” or even “how the robot feels” are ambiguous.

Feeding the resultant corrupt data into a computational model

will produce erroneous results. Rather than assume that the

intent behind a rating question is obvious to the participant,

we suggest that the researcher should:

F1. Resolve the frame through calibration via participant

discussion or attention to scene-setting.

F2. Report the framing process when sharing results, so

others can assess their validity and build on them.

VI. AN ARGUMENT FOR MIXED-METHODS EVALUATION

While the goal of an interactive emotion study is often a

quantitative measurement, methods and instruments must use

language or images as descriptors to convey meaning. The

interpretations of these descriptors vary between people due

to their different experiences in the world, which exposes

an inherent qualitative aspect in a seemingly quantitative

measurement. We suggest embracing this fundamental “mixed-

ness” by ensuring that the meanings of descriptors are well

established.

Embracing mixed-methods approaches in our experimental

design necessitates: (1) grounding participants in the premise

of the interaction; (2) creating shared understanding of in-

struments and measured phenomena; and (3) creating closer

alignment between experiments and possible real-world ap-

plications. Conversation between participants and researchers

is required to ground the framing and meaning of study

materials and activities. The goal is to calibrate participants on
the researchers’ intended parameters, but also to capture the
participants’ experiential richness that has led to their rating.

Specifically, we suggest actively collaborating with partici-

pants to ground emotion measurement in personal experience

to align quantitative representation and qualitative meaning.

Researchers should provide the instrument structure (e.g., the

intended subjective spacing between scale elements) and work

with participants to explicate the semantic difference of scale

items. Researchers should also iteratively assist participants

in attributing their experiences to scale items, taking care to

ensure that both parties can reason about and refer to the scale

similarly. A calibration process allows researchers to assess

agreement between participants and report on the accessible

emotion range of the interaction. This will generally require

the researcher to use a methodology in which they:
M1. Establish the extrema of a scale by asking a participant

to recount events in the interaction.

M2. Establish the meaning of subjective distance between
items by asking a participant to explain their understand-
ing of each item.

M3. Converge on researcher-provided structure by iterat-
ing on the above before the scale is used or if meaning

shifts during scale use.

Rather than leaving participants’ interpretation of task framing

and instruments ambiguous, such a process acknowledges and

addresses variation. By explicating the meaning of what is

being measured, ambiguities around framing and instrument

meaning can be accounted for and, ideally, resolved.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss challenges in representing and

capturing emotions during interactive emotion studies. We

articulate emotion metaphors and representations in common

use which shape how emotional experiences are understood,

and have a cascading effect on how we collect, analyze

and discuss emotional interaction data. Current metaphors are

representationally limited in not accounting for time variance

and the inherent uncertainty in self-reporting emotion. We

propose alternative metaphors based on areas or non-linear

topologies that align more closely with the semantics of

emotion rating tasks. We identify methodological problems:

the framing of emotion tasks can be ambiguous, resulting in

categorically confused studies. As a solution, we suggest that

a mixed-methods approach of incorporating meaning-making

into quantitative research designs will ground the meaning of

study instruments and resolve framing problems.
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